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UNINTENDED

_

CONSEQUENCES

RICHARD VERNON
University of Western Ontario

HAT ACTIONS REGULARLY BRING about consequences
unintended by the actor is scarcely a controversial point. According
to Robert Merton, "virtually every substantial contributor to the long
history of social thought" has dealt with the matter:' Sartre would
remove even these qualifications, for "everybody has always known,"
he once wrote, that "the consequences of our actions always end up by
escaping us."2But, if the notion of unintended consequences may border
on the obvious, one should not fail to take note of the extraordinarily
varied and nonobvious inferences that have been drawn from it. A very
few examples may help to display this.
(I) Sir Karl Popper, who has done as much as anyone in the last few
decades to familiarise us with the notion, places unintended consequences in the front line of defence of "methodological individualism."3 Qua "unintended," they do not fall into the domain of psychological explanations of intending, willing, or so on; qua "consequences," they arise from individual actions and from coincidences
and collisions among them. At one stroke, then, the stress upon unintended consequences banishes the twin dangers of psychologism on
the one hand and "holism"onthe other:theyare specifically soczalthlngs,
and hence irreducible to individual psychology, yet they do not involve
any fallacious appeal to "social wholes" or the like. Interestingly, quite
comparable arguments appear (in an utterly different style) in Sartre's
Critique and his treatise on method; for Sartre, likewise, wishes to
criticise the appeal to supraindividual "forces"which appears in certain
Marxian writings. Unintended consequences figure as an explanatory
bridge between the "human" character of action and the "alien"
character of history
(2) But if unintended consequences are put to use as evidence for
individualist positions of various kinds of styles they appear too, with
some prominence, in the thinking of that arch-"holist"Hegel. For Hegel
wished to substitute an historical and retrospective rationality for a
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rationality grounded in mere subjective ideals; and he did so (in part) by
claiming that the meaning of an action is revealed in the sequence to
which it contributes rather than the intentions from which it emerged. It
is not, then, to intentions ("the ideals which imagination sets up") that
we should look, but to the sequential whole composed by those further
effects which actions bring about.4
(3) If Hegel connected unintended consequences with an essentially
retrospective philosophy, Marx and Engels connected them with a
prospective vision. Unintended consequences are a feature not of
"history"in general but of"past history,"an expression of the inherently
self-defeating tendencies of a competitive and inegalitaran society.
"History is made in such a way that the final result always arises from
conflicts between many individual wills... Thus there are innumerable
intersecting forces, an infinite series of parallelograms of forces, which
give rise to one resultant-the

historical event . . . For what each

individual wills is obstructed by everyone else, and what emerges is
something that no one willed. Thus past history proceeds in the manner
of a natural process. ."5If this is so, then we may imagine a future order
in which the rational coordination of efforts brings about a course of
events which will have been consciously intended.
(4) Directly, and also through the mediation of Hegel, who put his
reading of Adam Smith to good use,6 Marx and Engels drew upon the
sociology of the 18th-century Scottish school. The views of Smith and
Ferguson and Hume, however, are put to a diametrically opposed use by
F.A. Hayek, who regards some unintended consequences not at all as
an expression of ultimately fatal contradictions, but as the foundation
of an order more free and efficient than any other.7
(5) In the doctrines of Smith, Ferguson, and Hume we may detect a
far-reaching rejection of the contractualism of early modern political
science and jurisprudence, and the beginnings at least of a transition to a
social science in the current sense.8 In Hume's essay "Of the Original
Contract" this is strikingly clear, for Hume seeks to substitute a picture
of gradual unwilled process for a doctrine of rational construction.9
Hayek follows this logic, connecting the idea of unintended
consequences essentially with the existence of a social science, a view in
which he is joined by Popper.'0 Yet in Hayek's thinking the stress upon
unintended consequences is also connected with something very much
like a contractual theory with Rawlsian overtones. The unintended
consequences of the market order impose upon us a "veil of ignorance,"
in Rawls' phrase, and oblige us to commit ourselves to "abstract" rules
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of justice without knowing how their application will affect our own
interests."
(6) The connection between unintended consequences and ignorance
is made by many authors, notably by Merton in his 1936 paper (one of
the very few writings to discuss the topic in any depth). That we do not
know what all the consequences of our action will be is further connected with a view that social planning is subject to very severe limitations; the "latent" meaning of institutions is largely unknown to us,
and in changing them we risk destroying their positive hidden value.
Yet if unintended consequences are traced to ignorance, then (it is
argued by others) enlightenment will eliminate or greatly reduce them,
and unintended consequences are thus incorporated within a doctnne
of immanent progress, not a conservative doctrine of caution. Such a
view occurs in theorists of planning from Saint-Simon to Karl Mannhelm'2 and doubtless beyond; it also occurs, in a more muted form,
in Popper, though his interest in reducing unintended consequences cuts
sharply across his express admiration for Hayek's argument.13
Clearly, there is room for extensive research into what Merton called
"the vast scope and manifold implications of [this] problem." But one
may also feel that there is room for scepticism: can such radically
disparate claims be drawn from the same phenomenon, and can such an
apparently simple fact-which "everybody has always known" aboutsustain such large speculative assertions? In this paper I wish principally
to argue that the notion of unintended consequences collapses together
a number of quite distinct mechanisms of change, and that none of these
mechanisms will bear as much weight as has often been supposed.

I
Unintended consequences may arise as the cumulative outcome of
similar actions performed simultaneously or consecutively by a number
of actors. One of the examples offered by Popper in The Poverty of
Historicism clearly belongs to this category (others do not). Many
people acquire a taste for "mountains and solitude": they all visit the
mountains and consequently cannot enjoy solitude there.14 This is
presented by Popper as a paradigm example (in its logic, rather than its
content) of the sort of phenomenon that the social sciences should
concern themselves with. We may never entirely understand such things
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as taste, but we can come to understand the patterns of events brought
about by a certain taste, patterns which are not contained in the taste
itself. Tastes are "wayward," and unpromising material for analysis;
but the observable patterns of effects constitute an object for the social
sciences, the divergence between intention and outcomes creating
a space for causal explanation.
For some purposes we may wish to distinguish such an example from
another kind of cumulative effect discussed by Sartre. Many Chinese
peasants fell trees in order to extend their arable land: deforestation
produces erosion and flooding.15 Flooding is not a logical implication
of felling trees, in the way that overcrowding is a logical implication
of the presence of many people in a place valued for the solitude which
it once offered: it is a consequence related to the actions which produced
it by complex causal laws ("geological and hydrographic"). Popper's
example involves only a "threshold" effect, Sartre's a "trigger" effect
in addition. But both involve a kind of transformation of quantity into
quality, the effects of n instances of x differing obviously from those
of some smaller value of x.
The damaging problem with this category of unintended consequences is that it often shades without discontinuity into a matter of
simple redescription; that is, the so-called "consequence" may be
nothing more than a summary. One clear exception is an example such
as Sartre's, in which actions cumulatively trigger some complex natural
process which intervenes decisively between intentions and outcome.
But what is involved here is of course a set of natural laws, not laws of
social science. In cases where this does not apply matters are less clear.
As it happens, two recent commentaries have independently made this
point in the context of two noteworthy cases. H. B. Acton has suggested
that Adam Smith's doctrine of the "invisible hand" is, in part, only an
entirely unsurprising account of the way in which a society made up of
prudent and economical people is, indeed, very likely to be prudently
and economically managed. 6 Samuel Coleman has pointed out that the
"latent effects" which Robert Merton attributes to machine politics were
both foreseen and wanted (by someone) and scarcely "latent" at all.17
If one turns to Popper's example in the light of these comments one
sees how well chosen it is to make its point. Since the intended outcome
of a trip to the mountains is solitude one man may enjoy it wholly while
n men cannot enjoy it at all. In the transition from one to n there is,
therefore, a transition from positive to negative values, and thus a clear
discontinuity. But suppose we change the example: one tourist drops the
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wrappings of his packed lunch in the Alps-the effect is negligible: n
tourists do so, and the effect is dreadful. The transition here, though
still significant, involves a multiplication, not a change of signs; and
there are good reasons for thinking that this example might be more
relevant than Popper's own. For Popper's case draws a good part of its
force from the fact that, in modern societies, mass consumption acts as
a powerful multiplier of the consequences of "taste," and It is in this
context that cumulative effects do indeed become crucially important.
It is tempting to call this the Tocqueville effect, for it was Tocqueville
who first suggested a strong linkage between social equality and the
production of unintended consequences.18
What raises difficulties here is that, in the case of such cumulative
effects, judgments about what has been intentionally done are particularly fluid, and subject to shifting redefinitions.19Of course, where
the effects concerned are strictly unforeseeable, the question of intentlonality does not arise: the range of what we can be said to intend is
bounded by what we know, and consequences which step beyond the
boundaries of knowledge at the time of acting provide a genuine
(though perhaps rather narrow) class of unintended consequences. In
the more usual cases in which events are foreseeable but not foreseen, or
foreseen but neglected or discounted or risked, we reenter the "wayward" domain of subjectivity, for explanations will involve accounts
of the agents' perceptions, their priorities, and their prudence or lack of
it. And where the events are the cumulative effect of many people's
actions, our willingness to ascribe or absolve from responsibility
depends entirely upon the degree of foresight and restraint which, in
the context, we expect each individual to exercise.
Legal theorists have sometimes argued that the lntentionality of an
action is affected by the perceived closeness of act and outcome. This
is obviously an unsatisfactorily subjective criterion, but it is hard to
see how it could be avoided. Consider the hypothetical mad surgeon
who does not intend to kill, who only intends to remove the patient's
heart: neither a court nor public opinion would find much difficulty
in cutting through this distinction, philosophically defensible though it
may be, for the act of removing someone's heart is so closely related
to the act of killing that it should be regarded merely as a case of it.20
The mad surgeon did indeed kill, intentionally, for in important matters
of this kind we subsume particular actions directly within a general
category, overriding the agent's description of what he is doing by a
standard public description. We do so in the light of expectations,
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which may vary over time, about the degree of responsibility which we
think an actor should assume. A "wayward" moral component enters
fundamentally into the definition of the category itself.
What apparently distinguishes cumulative effects from cases of legal
responsibility is that an agent who contributes to a cumulative effect
is not in a position to avoid the effect by his own action, for his own
contribution, taken singly, is negligible. The guilty party, we might be
inclined to say, is some nonarraignable entity such as a "lifestyle" (or a
"taste"), innocent enough in its particular instances, gravely damaging
in its totality. But actually this hardly departs from a legal context of
concerns at all. For, while in many cases laws may simply record and
enforce a preexisting moral responsibility, in other cases the point of
a law is to create and impose a responsibility which was not there before,
precisely because some harmless enough action would be unacceptable
if widely practised. We do not imagine, after all, that each individual
who breaks a law would have intended all the consequences which
would follow from infringements of it en masse: yet we punish particular
infringements all the same, even though it may be only the threat of
large-scale infringement that worries us.
In short, there are problems here of a conceptual order rather than
(as is claimed) problems uniquely suitable to the formation of causal
laws. Even to speak of "the unintended consequences of action" is to
imply a firm distinction which we are not always, or even usually, in a
position to make, for how far "consequences" are separate from
"action" is often a vexed question. There are always various ways of
characterising an action, some of which will include what on other
characterisations are only consequences of it.21New characterisations
of.actions may emerge, shifts of language fuse acts with their effects,
and we are no longer doing what we did before.
On this point Sartre, for his part, appears to speak with two voices
(as Popper does too, I shall argue later). For on the one hand, he insists
that unforeseen and damaging results do not change what he calls the
"profound reality" of action, that is, the lived intention.22 But this
assertion supplies only a poor guide to what Sartre actually does, for
this (Cartesian) intending ego is placed in the context of (Hegelian and
Marxian) "mediations." Sartre admires the Marx of the 18e brumaire
for attempting the "difficult" task of bridging intention and result, and
the method which Sartre outlines is meant to imitate this feat, simultaneously "progressing" from one to the other and "regressing" back.
In the complete sequence we see more of the actor and his circumstances
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than was explicitly contained in his purpose: in the Chinese floods we
see the expression not only of "geological and hydrographic" laws
but also of the "atomised" condition of the peasants, a condition which
they have assumed and lived.23
It may seem unduly strict to apply this method to Popper's Alpine
tourist, and to point out (as an unkind Sartrean might) that he is the
victim not only of circumstances but of an internal paradox, that of
fashionable solitude: but it seems too strict only because the case is so
innocuous. We may raise the moral temperature simply by our choice of
examples. Progressing through the unintended production of littered
mountains (a result of mere carelessness), and the unintended production of ecological damage (a result of unexceptional acquisitiveness), we
may arrive at a dramatic case which has been waiting in the wings all
the while: that of the unintended production of tyranny by acts of quite
ordinary acquiescence. As we do so, we feel less and less inclined to
sever result quite clearly from intention: and when we reach the lastmentioned case, having understood the banality of evil we may well wish
to insist upon the evils of banality

Unintended
consequences arise also from the simultaneous or conUnintended consequences arise also from the simultaneous or consecutive performance of dissimilar actions by individuals or groups.
If Tocqueville, who apparently had cumulative effects in mind, saw
social homogeneity as the source of unintended consequences, this
second type is more readily associated with heterogeneity and diversity.
Consequently, we must set alongside Tocqueville's argument various
other doctrines in which either the social division of labour or the
dispersed control of capital, or both, are presented as the source of
unintended consequences; sometimes with the implication that a more
homogeneous or "consensual" form of society, will (pace Tocqueville)
experience only intended consequences. But the unintended consequences arising from diversity of ends, as we have noted already, are
sometimes seen as emphatically good; they may be seen (as in Hayek) in
the light of immanent spontaneous cooperation, no less than (as in
Engels) in the light of destructive contradictions.
No word seems quite right as a label for this category of unintended
consequences. But what Hayek (following von Mises) calls catallactic
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effects are an especially important case, and we may adopt this term
for the whole without serious risk of confusion. "Catallaxy" is the term
which Hayek offers in place of"economy": the latter word, he argues,
applies more properly to an organisation such as a business enterprise,
and in applying it to the order which such enterprises compose we may
be led to see it as a kind of large organisation, which it is not.24It is an
order spontaneously brought about by multiple transactions or exchanges (katallatein: "to exchange") among organisations. It is not a
willed or designed or contrived thing, like an organisational hierarchy,
but the unintended outcome of many independent decisions. Hayek
explains that such an "order"has advantages which a contrived "organisation" can never have. Especially, contrivance presupposes that
decisions are to be made by a single actor, the contriver or planner,
whose knowledge, however, is essentially limited: whereas a spontaneous order rests upon decisions made locally by many actors whose
aggregate knowledge is much greater than any single actor could have.
Moreover, Hayek (unlike Popper) directs his objections not only
against attempts to "organise" in a total or "utopian" way but also
against more modest "interferences"with the order, which he alleges,
always disrupt it. The role of legislation is only to provide a context
of essentially general or abstract rules, rules not directed at particular
ends nor imposed upon particularpersons, which enable men to conduct
their transactions in security. It follows necessarily that the general
outcomes produced by the order are unintended, for it is no one's
business to intend them.
It turns out to be more difficult than may appear at first sight to
define what it is that Hayek regards as the "order." Very frequently he
refers to it as something "brought about" by multiple exchanges; it is
something that "the market system leads to."25"System" is, at an earlier
point, defined as synonymous with "order,"26so that to speak of the
"order" as arising from the "system" is a little puzzling: but "system"
here is evidently meant to refer to a manner of doing things, a set of
rule-governed procedures. Initially, then, we may regard the "order"
as that complex of events and outcomes which arise as the side-effects
of the decisions of enterprises and consumers. However, Hayek says
that we can never come to know all this, for it is too vast and fluid for the
mind to grasp.27
We can of course report intelligibly on an order which we cannot
exhaustively describe. The description of a cricket match at half past
three is potentially inexhaustible, but we can provide an account of the
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"state of play" which picks out its most relevant features. This is something that could well be described as a "spontaneous order": no one
intended that the state of play should be such-and-such at that point,
that it is such-and-such arises spontaneously from the competing
intentions and relative levels of skill of the two teams, together with
whatever chance has contributed. But it cannot quite be this that Hayek
has in mind. The "order" of the catallaxy "must leave undetermined
the degree to which the several particular needs will be met":28it would
be absurd to say that the state of play does not determine particularities,
for it is nothing but an abridged statement of particularities. Moreover,
the "order," which is essentially "abstract," is to be distinguished from
whatever "results" may contingently emerge from it.29
Here we may be driven to the view that the "order" is, after all, the
game itself, for a game could well be described as leaving particular
outcomes undetermined. Indeed, at one point Hayek explicitly defines
the catallaxy as "a game," that is, "a contest played according to
"rules."30Of course, to accept this view would involve setting aside
the other passages in which Hayek speaks of the rules (or the "system,"
presumably rule-governed procedures) as bringing about the "order,"
and not as constituting it. But we rmght agree to do so in order to take
account of the occasional references to the rules themselves as an
"order."31However, if we did so, we would confront further difficulties.
When Hayek describes the "order" as "abstract," he means, he says,
that it must be mentally reconstructed from the sets of outcomes;32and
obviously the rules of a game are not things that are reconstructed from
the outcomes of the game, but known regulations which govern its
playing,
Given these uncertainties in the idea of "order," what Hayek means
by its "disruption" by governmental interference is also puzzling. If the
"order"is some state of affairs brought about by vanous decisions, then
interference will indeed disrupt it: but so will every economic action by
an enterprise or a consumer, just each run "disrupts" the existing state
of play in a cricket match. On the other hand, if the "order"is taken to be
the rules, or the game itself, interference will be disruptive in a different
sense: it is simply an infringement. This is what Hayek stresses, for the
most part, in his account of disruption: purposeful interference, he says,
is "unjust," if justice is identified with abstract and non-purposive
rules.33This is a purely analytic argument: but Hayek treats it as though
it supplied a reason not to infringe the order, when actually it is no more
than a definition of what an infringement is.
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We can perhaps make better sense of Hayek's argument if we take
"order" to be a value-term. It is neither the outcomes nor an abridged
report on the outcomes nor a set of rules or procedures-though all of
these sometimes seem to be the "order"-but a kind of orderliness or
integration. By following the rules which Hayek sets out, a society is
able, he contends, to make more efficient use of its resources than by
any other means, and thus to increase everyone's chances of benefit,
without prescribing any particular person's fate. It does this by "encoding" information about goods in their prices, so that by following
simple self-interest, and buying a cheaper good rather than a more
expensive equivalent, less scarce goods are substituted for more scarce
ones. "Thus in the market order [N.B.] each is made by the visible gain
to himself to serve needs which to him are invisible, and in order to do so
to avail himself of to him unknown particular circumstances which put
him in the position to satisfy those needs at as small a cost as possible
in terms of other things which it is possible to produce instead."34
A "code," of course, works only if people know how to read it. The
"reading"of the price code involves a disposition to prefer the relatively
inexpensive to the relatively expensive; and we may say, with confidence, that when a society is made up of persons so disposed the society
as a whole will make use of relatively less scarce resources when more
scarce resources increase in price. It is less clear, however, that this
orderliness or efficiency, the matching of resources and needs, is a
spontaneous incidental outcome of many individual contributions.
That the price of this or that good should be such-and-such is of course
unintended by anyone in Hayek's catallaxy, but the orderliness is not at
all an incidental outcome of individuals' behaviour but simply a restatement, in a larger context, of the individuals' own disposition. It is,
in other words, simply a cumulative effect.
Likewise, the supposed "integrative"effects of the catallaxy would appear to be more convincingly explained as the product of consensus than
as an unintended outcome. Hayek notes that in the catallactic order
many people's expectations are disappointed, for they are subject to
sudden sharp fluctuations in the market value of the goods which they
offer. This leads to "resentment," which is of course disintegrative.
But men should overcome their resentments by realising that it is "only
fair" to accept one's misfortunes when others must do so too.35 Given
this staunch devotion to the rules, there is little enough left for unintended consequences to explain: if people resolutely agree that things
should be done in such-and-such a way, then that things are done in
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such-and-such a way springs directly from their agreement. It is here
that Hayek's argument takes its contractualist turn, shifting from the
spontaneous emergence of effects from actions to the foundation of
political and juridical structure in convention or consent.
In this way the very notion of a spontaneous order is brought into
question. To be sure, Hayek distinguishes between the spontaneity of
the order and the deliberateness of the rules which sustain it; the order
may be spontaneous even if the rules are not.36 Men may then consciously agree upon a certain way of proceeding, knowing and intending
the outcome in general terms, although they still cannot predict particular outcomes. Hayek offers, as an analogy, the case of the chemist
who knows that the molecules of a substance are arranged in a certain
form or pattern, but who cannot predict which molecule will occupy
which place in the structure.37To this argument there are, however, two
decisive objections. The first is that Hayek repeatedly identifies the
form, not the details of it, as the "order,"and thus on his own argument
the order in question would not be spontaneous but intended. The
second is that, in the light of this argument, the very idea of a designed
structure becomes entirely inconceivable, and there is nothing left to
contrast spontaneous order with. For it is always possible (as an admirer
of Hume should surely admit) to imagine a further level of more detailed
arrangement which is ignored in the agent's description of his action.
Driving a nail into a piece of wood would count as the creation of a
spontaneous order, for even if one drove the nail in at the precisely
intended point to the precisely intended depth one would not predict
or intend the precise arrangement of wood fibres brought about by the
nail's entry. Any event, even one most straightforwardly assignable
to purposes is undesigned in this very strict sense. But that does not
mean it is unintended. Hayek perhaps represents the paradox of a
profoundly anti-Cartesian thinker who nevertheless appears to insist
upon a Cartesian notion of "intention" as a clear and distinct design,
in order to insulate action wholly from the processes which he finds
important.

III
A third principal type of unintended consequence is depicted by
Buster Keaton in his film, The General, more brilliantly than any
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social scientist has (to my knowledge) managed to do.38 Falling into a
river, the hero and heroine are swept towards some fearful rapids;
using a rope, conveniently tied around his waist in an earlier sequence,
Keaton lashes himself to a log on the bank; but the log comes loose,
and he is swept towards the rapids more hopelessly than before. Arriving at the rapids, however, the log is jammed between two rocks, and
Keaton is left suspended over the torrent; as the heroine, in turn, arrives
at the rapids, Keaton is able to swing sideways to catch her; on the
reverse swing, the rope breaks, depositing Keaton and the heroine
on the bank. What is displayed here is a constantly shifting relation
between instruments (log and rope), eventual end (survival), and
mediate end (projects). As the context shifts, projects and instruments
acquire unforeseen uses and meanings. We may call this category of
unintended consequences "contextual change." It is of indisputable
importance to the social and political sciences, for only in an unimaginably stable society would its logic fail to apply. Of course, its importance will vary directly with the rate and scope of change: and if Tocqueville's model picks out progressive social equality as the cause of
unintended consequences, while Engels' and Hayek's picks out diversification, this category singles out change itself, whatever its direction.
One of the most important things to be said about this category is
that one cannot hope, even in principle, to eliminate it. The context
which determines the significance of some action or event is in large
part of matter of knowledge, for our assessments of the significance of
something depend upon what we know about it. But we cannot predict
what we will later know but do not yet know, for if we could we would
know it already.39When Popper says, therefore, that our "increasing
knowledge" will considerably reduce the occurrence of unintended
consequences, we must except this third category from his claim. In
fact, if we assume (as seems plausible) a faster rate of change in scientific knowledge than in common sense, it would follow that the application of scientific knowledge to social policy would, in this respect,
increase the occurrence of unintended consequences, for the knowledge
upon which we will have based our decisions will more rapidly become
obsolete. And since we have no way of weighing the increase thus
produced against the decrease produced in other respects, it does not
seem that we can confidently predict any diminution of unintended
consequences.
Such suggestions bear more heavily against Engels' entirely utopian
suggestion, however, than on Popper's view, which is expressed in
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tentative terms. Engels traces the occurrence of "what no one has
willed" exclusively to the fact of conflict among actors: that is, to
"catallactic" effects, most obviously, and also to "cumulative" effects
in the sense that shared.ends may lead to conflict if resources are scarce.
If we suppose that some perfectly contrived order could eliminate both
categories of effect, by means of coordinating individual efforts, we
would still find that it confronted "what no one had willed," for what
anyone can will depends upon what they currently know, and what they
(or others) know later will change the meaning of what they have done.
As far as methodological questions go, once more, perhaps even
more than in the other cases, we confront the problem of boundaries.
Neither a clear nor an indisputable line marks such unintended consequences off from intended consequences; in fact the category appears
to involve an assumption of intentional continuity. Another of Popper's
examples in the Poverty of Historicism makes this clear. Language, he
says, is an "undesigned social institution," and he offers this as a case
of the unintended production of effects;40but it seems entirely different
from his example of the overcrowded mountains. Overcrowding is an
event or situation: what is unintended in the growth of language is that
new uses anse for practices originally intended for simpler and more
limited purposes. An unforeseen event may be wanted or unwanted,
but a use is necessarily wanted (by someone); and this new use may not
be wholly distinguishable from the original use. We may subsume both
(in this case) under the desire and the need for communication. No
doubt we may imagine other examples in which a practice is transferred
from one context to a radically different one: but here, surely, we would
have trouble in thinking of this new use as a consequence of the original
practice, for entirely exogenous factors would have intervened, and the
explanatory power of the original practice would thus have become
marginal.
This category of unintended consequences involves questions which
come very close to those debated by literary critics who have closely
and interestingly examined what might be meant by the "intention" of
an author. In a remarkable paper F. Cioffi cites the case of Blake's
poem "Jerusalem" 41 the "dark satanic mills" to which he refers have
often been taken to be cotton mills, whereas Blake intended a reference
to "the mills of God," a satiric expression of his for the established
church. Cioffi argues, rightly, I think, that we cannot simply rule out
the "cotton mills" reading as wrong, for it enlarges upon and extends
the force of the original intention. What we might say, perhaps-I do
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not know if this is what Cioffi had in mind-is that a cntique of religious
hierarchy comes to be read as a critique of industrial hierarchy, and the
continuity of meaning and sentiment is thus preserved. On the other
hand, enlarging further upon Cioffi's point, we could not take the line
to refer to James and John Stuart-tempting though it is-for this idea
Introduces a cheap pun (as opposed to Blake's rather good pun) which
damages the quality of the line. In short, the boundares of intention
are a matter of critical assessment.
With this we arrive at the case of the idealist argument that has run
alongside, and in opposition to, the scientific models of social and
historical investigation. For Hegel's view was that the course of events
unfolds more fully the content of intentions, displaying with greater
completeness what had been "latent"in them. Especially this is so in that
intentions are rarely quite definite or unmixed: "The human agents
have before them limited alms, special interests. But they are also
intelligent, thinking beings. Their purposes are interwoven with general
and essential considerations of law, the good, duty, etc."42What they
do eventually brings to light the "general and essential" submerged
in their local and partial views. T H. Green constructs a convenient
example: Napoleon, Green says, was governed by a passion for glory,
but "the passion was itself governed by social influences, operative
on him, from which it derived its particular direction... [H]e could only
glorify himself in the greatness of France; and, though the national
spirit expressed itself in an effort after greatness which was, in many
ways, of a mischievous and delusive kind, yet it again had so much of
what may be called the spirit of humanity in it, that it required satisfaction in the belief that it was serving mankind. Hence the aggrandisement of France, in which Napoleon's passion for glory satisfied itself,
had to take at least the semblance of a deliverance of oppressed peoples,
and in taking the semblance it, to a great extent, performed the reality "43

Doubtless, as a general view of historical change, this is at least as
vulnerable as the scientifically-conceived model of rigorously separable
causes and effects. But there is also something of value in it, enough,
anyway, to show the weakness of Popper's view that if men only did
what they intended there would be nothing left for an observer to
explore44-what is "intended," on this idealist argument, is Itself a
difficult and eminently important object of enquiry. We will be necessarily drawn towards this pole to the extent that we consider such things
as the history of ideas, or art, or culture, and to the extent that we
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consider history in general to be constituted by, or to resemble, such
fields.
Another case of great relevance, of course, to Popper, is the history
of science which, as has recently been shown, provides an especially
striking paradigm for the idealists' notions of historical continuity.
Scientific ideas, like historical actions according to Hegel, "bear an
Internal connection to possible futures which will emend, or change,
or incorporate the idea."45When we trace out the succession of scientific ideas, therefore, we will want to bring out, above all, that "internal
connection" between one discovery and another, rather than constructing an episodic series of discrete discoveries. This is exactly what Popper
does in his account of scientific advance, in which the subjectivity of the
scientist is wholly obliterated, and the evolution of knowledge figures
as a continuous collective process of "work."46It is true, of course, that
a society does not, by any means, share all the features of a scientific
community and it is not true that a model applicable to science is simply
transferrable to history in general. But some features of a society's
development are more appropriately explained in the light of Popper's
treatment of the history of science than by means of those techniques
which he draws from the interior of science itself, and which require us
to erect rigid boundaries between what we mean to do and what we
accomplish, since only "external connections" among particulars
lend themselves to causal explanation.

IV
I hope to have shown that different theorists have had different
things in mind when dealing with unintended consequences, some
having had at least two in mind at once without distinguishing between
them; that the different mechanisms involved are such that no blanket
explanation of unintended consequences (such as "ignorance" or
"conflict") is persuasive; that no particular kind of society or polity is,
in general, more or less likely to experience unintended consequences
than any other kind; that, in each case, the boundanes between unintended and intended consequences are questionable. In this way I
hope to have suggested that the idea of unintended consequences is not
a promising foundation for political programmes, whether conservative, or liberal, or technocratic, or revolutionary any more than it is for
a methodology or for a useful definition of the social sciences.
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